Health Law

Every player in the global health industry has to deal with an exceedingly complex regulatory landscape. What's more, this landscape is constantly changing. Consider the sea change in regulation brought about by the Affordable Care Act, and the ongoing repercussions and developments.

We know how overwhelming it can be trying to effectively navigate today's regulatory environment and capitalize on opportunities. Because we have an in-depth understanding of the relationship between government and the global health care marketplace, we provide legal solutions that are aligned with business strategy.

We are uniquely positioned to serve providers and suppliers of health care services and products and all other players in the health care sector. We work with them as regulatory lawyers, and also as their strategic advisers, lobbyists, litigators, and dealmakers. From start-ups to multinational enterprises to trade associations, our clients come from every part of the health care sector of the worldwide economy.

One thing that makes us so effective is that our team includes an exceptionally high number of lawyers who are former senior government officials. This means we have insider insight into institutional thinking and decision-making processes at regulatory agencies so that we can better persuade them to take a certain view or course of action.

We also collaborate across our firm to provide seamless cross-border regulatory counseling and representation in the United States, the European Union, Asia, Latin America, Australia, and

Key contacts

Sheree R. Kanner, Washington, D.C.
Dr. Jörg Schickert, Munich
Elisabethann Wright, Brussels

Trending Topics

Telehealth promises more convenient access to health care

Follow us on LinkedIn

Stay current on the latest developments in the life sciences and healthcare industry by following our new LinkedIn page.

Hogan Lovells’ Health practice honored with Team of the...
other major markets.

The broad array of organizations we represent in the health care sector, and our ability to meet all of their regulatory and other legal needs make us your one-stop resource for anticipating and responding to health care legal issues.

Awards and rankings

- Band 1 for Healthcare: District of Columbia, *Chambers USA*, 2020
- Band 2 for Healthcare – USA – Nationwide, *Chambers USA*, 2020
- Band 3 for Healthcare: Florida, *Chambers USA*, 2020
- Tier 2 Healthcare: Health Insurers, *Legal 500 USA*, 2020
- Tier 2 Healthcare: Service Providers, *Legal 500 USA*, 2020

Latest thinking and events

**Events**
Africa Forum 2020

**Hogan Lovells Publications**
Podcast: Talking the cure

**Webinar**
The "Multiple Best Prices" Model: What it means, how it works, and why it may create an innovative pathway for meaningful value-based pricing arrangements

**News**
Strengthening of the French anti-benefits regulations: the wait is over! (almost)

**Webinar**
Virtual health: What’s on the horizon for telehealth and remote monitoring?

**Hogan Lovells Publications**
Reopening of civil courts in Mexico City and creation of electronic files

Areas of focus

- Clinical Trials
- Digital Health
- Telehealth Services
- Health Privacy and Cybersecurity

Related industries

- Life Sciences and Health Care